Abstract-We propose a novel framework for evaluating techniques for power optimization in storage. Given an ar bitrary trace of disk requests, we split it into short time intervals, extract a set of simple statistics for each interval, and apply an analytical model to those statistics to obtain accurate information regarding the performance and energy characteristics of the system for that workload. The key abstraction used in our analytical model is the run-lengtha single sequential run of requests at the disk level. Using this abstraction, the model is able to account for arbitrary interactions of random and sequential 1I0s in the context of a RAID array, and obtain accurate results with less effort than a detailed individual request-level simulation. Various layout and migration policies aimed at power conservation can be easily expressed as transformations on this set of statistics for each time interval.
Abstract-We propose a novel framework for evaluating techniques for power optimization in storage. Given an ar bitrary trace of disk requests, we split it into short time intervals, extract a set of simple statistics for each interval, and apply an analytical model to those statistics to obtain accurate information regarding the performance and energy characteristics of the system for that workload. The key abstraction used in our analytical model is the run-lengtha single sequential run of requests at the disk level. Using this abstraction, the model is able to account for arbitrary interactions of random and sequential 1I0s in the context of a RAID array, and obtain accurate results with less effort than a detailed individual request-level simulation. Various layout and migration policies aimed at power conservation can be easily expressed as transformations on this set of statistics for each time interval.
We demonstrate the efficacy of our framework by using it to evaluate PARAID, a recently proposed technique for power optimization in storage arrays. We show that the performance and power predicted by the model under the migration and layout policies of PARAID accurately match the results of a detailed simulation of the system. The analytic model allows us to identify key parameters that affect PARAID performance, and propose an enhancement to the layout of data in PARAID which we show to perform superior to the original technique.
We use both the analytic model and detailed simulations to illustrate the benefit of our new layout. This also demonstrates the significant simplicity of evaluating a new technique by applying a high-level model to the extracted trace statistics, compared to the current alternative of either implementing the new technique or simulating it at the level of individual requests.
I. INTRODUCTION
The power consumption of storage systems is a predom inant component of overall data center power consumption, costing millions of dollars a year for large enterprises [5] . As a result, various techniques have been proposed to re duce the power usage of storage systems. These techniques typically involve opportunistically spinning down a subset of the existing disks when they do not serve 110 requests, and using data placement strategies (potentially including temporary copies) designed to increase the probability that disks can be turned, or remain, off. However, there are two major performance costs associated with power-eff cient techniques. First, a smaller number of spindles reduces the effective bandwidth of the system. Second, techniques that 978-1-4244-7614-5/1 0/$26.00 ©20 1 0 IEEE rely on migrating or copying data produce additional load that contends with the foreground workload for resources, again impacting performance. Thus, it is desirable that techniques provide their energy savings while minimizing their impact on performance.
Despite the importance of such techniques for power man agement, estimating the impact on the system of a specif c technique is quite diff cult, especially when the workloads are complex (e.g. containing various distributions of idle time, and a mixture of random and sequential I/O). On top of that, complexity is also introduced by the power conservation technique itself, which might require not only turning disks on or off, but also background copying or migration of data. Simulation is a well-accepted method of evaluating power savings techniques, and can be used as an alternative to running the workload on an actual system that implements that technique. Ty pically, storage simulators use models of key system components (such as hard drive, RAID controller, etc.) to determine the effect on the system of each request in the workload trace, and have been shown to produce accurate results [4] . However, they require considerable effort to simulate new techniques, if those techniques can not be expressed in terms of the already existing building blocks of the simulator, and also require considerable simulation time. The diff culty of evaluating these techniques makes their deployment in practice less likely, thus reducing their potential utility.
In this paper, we make two key contributions. First, we present a novel approach to modeling the performance and energy of a storage system, that can be used for evaluating techniques aimed at power optimization. Our approach strikes a balance between analytical models that handle only well def ned and simple synthetic workloads [23] , [16] and full blown simulation at the level of individual requests [9] . Our approach is to use an analytic model of the system that can be applied to key statistics extracted from short sequences of re quests. The entire trace is split into small time intervals, each interval is summarized through some key statistics, which in tum serve as input to our model to accurately evaluate that trace under various layout mechanisms and migration policies. By using our model, the task of evaluating a new technique reduces to simply extracting these simple workload statistics once, which can then be reused across different instantiations of our model corresponding to different layout techniques.
The key abstraction in our analytical model is the run length: a single sequential block of requests as seen by the disk; for example, a single liD request of 128 KB will be treated as a run-length of 128 (the run-length can be in any granularity, as long as the same value is used throughout the model). Similarly, 16 consecutive requests of 8K each to sequential blocks would also be treated as a run-length of 128. By aggregating these various run-lengths in the trace, our model accurately accounts for the exact mix of random and sequential liD. The model captures the effect of fne grained queueing due to burstiness in the workload. Unlike synthetic workload models, our model faithfully replays the exact duration and extent of burstiness in the real-world traces. We show that even complex workloads with arbitrary mix of interleaved random and sequential liD can be effec tively modeled based on this simple insight of separating them into run-lengths and then aggregating the bandwidth and latency characteristics for each individual run-length.
We demonstrate the eff cacy of our model by using it to model the various components of the PARAID system [29] . PARAID saves power by switching to a lower 'gear', i.e. lower number of disks, when the utilization is low; writes generated during that time to the shut-off disks are re-mapped to remaining active disks. These are propagated back to the original disks when the load again ramps up, at which point the array does a 'gear up-shift'. We model the performance cost of this mUlti-gear operation, and validate it through detailed simulations using DiskSim [4] . We show that the results from the model match those of the detailed simulation quite accurately, thus demonstrating the accuracy of the model despite its conceptual simplicity.
Our second key contribution is proposing a new layout strategy for the multi-gear operation in PARAID, called enhanced PARAID, or e-PARAID. Spec if cally, instead of mapping blocks of shut-down disks at the latter half of the live disks in PARAID, we interleave the blocks at a fner granularity, thus reducing the seek incurred when accessing data that was originally in the shut-off disks. Essentially, the layout in the disks now leaves buckets at periodic intervals to accommodate data from the shut-down disks. By means of detailed simulations, we show that this technique is superior to the base PARAID technique from the viewpoint of performance, when conserving same amount of energy. Evaluations show that e-PARAID has 10-27% lower average response time than the original PARAID.
The generality of our modeling framework is evident from the fact that we represent different types of storage systems namely a single disk, a normal RAID array, power-aware RAID array called PARAID and our enhanced version of PARAID called e-PARAID. We were able to accurately 2 model these different storage types using our framework with straight-forward modif cations. Our modeling technique can therefore be useful to evaluate the performance and power trade-offs of new energy eff ciency schemes in a macro perspective, the results of which can enable one to make decisions whether to implement/simulate the new scheme for further fne-grained assurance. Overall, we fnd that our model is simple yet general enough to capture typical policies concerning the layout and migration of data from the viewpoint of power reduction in storage, thus providing a simple way to evaluate a variety of power-saving techniques in the context of a given workload. We also fnd that our enhancement to the layout strategy employed by PARAID works quite well under a range of workloads, alleviating the performance cost of the PARAID mechanism.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: we present some background information on the current class of energy conservation techniques, and an overview on the PARAID system, in Section II. We introduce our model in Section III and validate it through comparison with detailed simulation in Section IV. We then present our new enhancement to PARAID in Section V. We discuss the overall goals and limitations of our model in section VI. We discuss related research in Section VII and conclude in Section IX.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section we f rst present a short overview of several energy conservation techniques for storage systems, and then provide more details about one such technique, PARAID, which we use in the rest of the paper to demonstrate the eff cacy of our performance and energy model.
A. Energy conservation techniques
Disks form prominent building blocks of modem storage systems deployed in data centers. Most modem disks have at least two power modes of operations: active mode, where the disk spins at full speed (and consumes maximum power), and standby mode, where the disk stops spinning completely (and consumes minimum power). The common philosophy behind conserving energy in storage systems is to switch the disk between active and standby modes opportunistically. One of the challenges in deploying an energy conservation technique is that often there is a direct trade-off between energy conservation and the system's performance, reliability and availability; the time it takes to switch a disk between different modes results in reduced performance, temporary unavailability of data contents, temporary decrease in data resiliency, or (often) combinations of them. Consequently, power conservation techniques aim to reduce energy con sumption in a way that still allows the system to maintain its service level agreements.
Based on the effect on performance or reliability of a system, energy conservation techniques can be broadly classif ed as (i) techniques that guarantee that at least one instance of data is readily available in the storage system at all times and can be serviced immediately [32] , [29] , [17] , [20] and (ii) techniques that do not make this guarantee [25] , [7] . Techniques in the frst class are generally deployed in enterprise data centers with stringent SLA requirements, as they avoid having data requests be blocked for the large amount of time required to bring a disk in active mode from standby. Techniques in the second class are commonly deployed in archival storage systems where data is very rarely accessed, and occasional delays in servicing data requests are acceptable. One idea proposed in the context of techniques in the frst class above, is to use multi-speed disks [22] . Such disks can be used to save energy in the lower rotational speeds, and at the same time preserve availability of data. However, these types of disks are not yet commercially available on a large scale, and therefore this paper and our model focuses on techniques that leverage just the active and standby power modes of disks. However, our model is readily extensible to handle such variable rotation speeds as well.
In this paper, we focus on the frst class of techniques, that guarantee quick servicing of all requests. Most of these systems aim at preserving peak performance and conserv ing energy whenever the load is minimal. For example, Hibernator [32] uses multiple tiers of variable speed disks and chooses the disk speed based on load characteristics. Similarly, PARAID [29] operates on RAID conf guration constructed over varying number of disks, choosing the right conf guration based on the intensity of the load. In order for the system to have all data available even when some disks are in standby mode, data needs to be moved or copied across disks within or across arrays. For example, write off oading [17] directs writes to another storage array in order to increaselbatch the idle time in its original array (with an implicit assumption that reads are rare and local enough to be served from cache). The process of data movement or copying introduces additional load to the storage array. Miti gating the impact of this background load, that contends with foreground load produced by applications, is an important design requirement for energy-eff ciency techniques.
B. PARAID -A gear-shifting power-aware RAID
Here we provide some background on PARAID tech nique [29] that conserves energy in RAID arrays while preserving peak performance and reliability. We discuss in detail the PARAID system in this section because we use these concepts in the later sections of the paper.
PARAID exploits the fact that many workloads exhibit cyclic fuctuations with respect to load intensity and therefore it is not always necessary for the RAID system to run at peak performance (and power). The basic idea is to dynamically adjust the number of disks servicing requests based on load intensity. PARAID does this by converting a single RAID array into a set of overlapping layers -RAID arrays-, each constructed over a different number of disks. These layers
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--------DDD DDD Illl ll l llll ll l llll ll l ,DDD DDD Illl ll l llll ll l llll ll l are hierarchical in nature; the top layer will have the most disks, and the bottom layer will have the fewest. Each of these RAID arrays will hold suff cient data to service requests independently. These different layers of RAID arrays constructed on top of the original RAID array are called gears. The number of gears that can be supported by a system depends on the amount of desired capacity of the system. In order for the system to be capable of servicing the requests independently even in lower gears (when the array has disks in standby mode), the data is heavily replicated, and unused storage space must exist for this purpose. The space for replicated data is called soft state because it can be reclaimed later if it is needed. When the system operates in lower gear (with fewer number of disks), the remaining disks are switched to standby (low-power) mode, which provides opportunity to conserve energy. The top-most gear in PARAID is synonymous to the orig inal RAID array (with no power-awareness) in performance and data resiliency, since it is constructed from all the disks in the array. Therefore, whenever peak performance is needed the system shifts to the top-most gear. The lower gears contain fewer disks, with a soft-RAID constructed over part of their unused region. It is important to note that a soft RAID is constructed only over the unused region, and not over the entire disks. Constructing a RAID over entire disks would require the entire data in the array to be reshuff ed. In the case of PARAID, original data present in disks are still intact and the contents of the to-be-shutdown disks alone are copied to the newly constructed RAID. Therefore, additional data transfer during a gear-shifting process is proportional only to the updates that happened in the shut down disks after the previous gear-shifting process. Figure 1 shows an example of a PARAID system with two gear conf gurations. Gear 1 (top gear) includes all four disks while gear 2 consists of three disks. When the system shifts to gear 2, contents of the fourth disk are copied to the soft state region of the remaining three disks.
PARAID is implemented as a software layer that resides below the RAID controller layer and its job is to control the mappings done by the RAID controller. When the system is in lower gear, requests are initially mapped to the original array by the RAID controller. The PARAID layer would then re-map to the running subset those requests intended for the shut down disks. One of the pertinent issues handled in PARAID is preserving the redundancy conf guration across gears even though the number of disks reduces for each lower gear. To accomplish this, the RAID level used in all gears are conf gured to be the same. For example, if the top-most gear is RAID-5 over 8 disks, and if one of the lower gears is RAID-5 over 5 disks, the system can tolerate a single disk failure in either mode.
III. MODELING STORAGE ARRAYS
In this section we present our modeling framework and use that to derive performance and energy models for different class of storage systems.
A. Need/or a new model
We present the need for developing a new model in two perspectives here -frst, in comparison to existing models and next, in comparison to a system simulation.
With increasing deployment of energy-aware storage sys tems, the need for a performance model that accounts for en ergy implications increases as well. The energy conservation policies for RAID arrays often affect performance in complex ways, that may be diff cult to represent with traditional mod els. For instance, most energy conservation policies result in movement of data within a RAID array [20] , [7] or among set of RAID arrays [17] . While traditional performance models handle response time of application requests or RAID array throughput with good accuracy, they do not easily handle the additional request-load generated within the array due to the energy conservation technique used. Also, most traditional models assume synthetic workloads with well def ned distributions for inter-arrival times, locality of access, etc., and do not consider trace-specif c distributions [23] , [16] . Because of this, one needs to categorize their workload into a particular distribution in order to apply a model. We have developed a system that directly takes in a block-level trace and extract useful parameters from it, which are fed as input to our model. Our model can be used to predict performance (latency and bandwidth) and energy behavior of a system for a given block level trace.
Simulations of energy aware storage systems can also be used to accurately predict performance and energy behavior of a particular system for a given workload, e.g. Mantis [9] . However, using an analytical model can be a better alternative to a detailed full system simulation in many cases. First, simulating a storage system with new energy conservation policies can often be diff cult than modifying a simple analytical model. Our experience with DiskSim is that imple menting, correctly, even a straightforward algorithm such as PARAID is a substantial effort. In most cases, we would be more interested in predicting the trend in a macro perspective than in actual performance/energy numbers. These macro 4 predictions will be helpful in deciding if it is worth the effort to build such a system, or implement the technique for detailed simulation. Second, simulations are prone to implementation bugs and can lead to inaccuracies that may never be noticed. Whereas, in the case of analytical models the inaccuracies are invariably due to deliberate, tolerable generalizations and assumptions. Therefore, an analytical model can also act as a way to cross-check the correctness of a detailed simulation. Third, and more importantly, a model can provide intuitions about further improvements to a system. For example, the importance of each parameters in a model on the fnal result can be more easily visualized, which could also lead to ideas on how to improve the technique being modeled.
B. Model Overview
Given a trace, we model fne-grained latency and band width over time and the overall amount of energy spent by the system in running the workload. This is done by splitting the input trace into time windows and modeling average latency of requests within each time window. By keeping the window size small, it is possible to model fne-grained latency of the trace requests. We model overall energy spent by the system from the latency values which includes the seek time, disk rotation time, etc., and from the number of power-mode switches the disks made for the entire trace. Energy values for each of these micro operations are obtained from disk manufacturer specif cations and they are aggregated to get the overall energy consumed by the workload. Table I lists the basic set of parameters encountered in our model. Our modeling technique comprises of two phases. The f rst phase is called the f ngerprinting phase, where we take as input a block-level request trace and extract some key parameters and statistics from it, by splitting the trace into small time intervals, each of size T (in our validation results, we use the value of 100 ms). in the array, (ii) number of disks that are active in the current window, (iii) number of disks that are in standby mode in the current window, (iv) stripe-unit size, (v) average sequential bandwidth of the disks used and (vi) internal disk parameters like head switch, track switch, head settle, full stroke and single seek times.
The second phase of our modeling technique is deriving performance and energy models for the storage system with the help of parameters collected in the fngerprinting phase. First, we start with considering a storage layer with only a single disk. As the runcount[len] vector captures the degree of sequentiality and the exact mix of random versus sequential workloads, we introduce seek and rotational delays for random workloads and consider the disk's average se quential bandwidth parameter seq for sequential workloads.
Substituting these values for the statistics obtained over a single time interval gives the total time needed by the disk for executing all the requests in that interval, etr. m a x_lenT etr = L runcount[len]r e��; + sdr + rd) (1) lenT =l where, sdr is the average seek delay for window T and it is a function of the seek distance between requests in the window T. Seek time is computed as settle_time for very short seek distances (in the order of less than 10 cylinders), proportional to v'seek_distance + settle_time for short seek distances (in the order of 500-1200 cylinders), and proportional to seek_distance + settle_time for longer seek distances. This seek model was proposed by Ruemmler [21] and we found that the latency values are reasonably accurate with this model. Therefore, the average response time for every requests in the time interval is given by,
However, wait times or request arrival rate is not accounted when calculating the average response time in the above equation. In order to model this, we assume that requests arrive at a uniform rate within a time window. Note that we assume uniform request rates only within a single time window( lOOms) and not the entire trace. As the time window size is reasonably small, near-accurate request rates are captured. Let tr be the inter-arrival time between requests in a window T, computed as T /nr. Therefore, average request latency within a time window after considering the wait times is given by,
Therefore, if the amount of data accessed during T is dsizer. storage bandwidth for that time interval is given by,
Equations (2) and (3) represents the average request la tency and average storage bandwidth values for a single time window. Applying this model for the entire trace gives a latency and bandwidth curve that varies over time in the granularity of T.
To model the storage energy consumption for a given trace, we start from the performance model described above, and fnd the aggregate seek time, operating time and rotation time.
In the case of a single disk storage system, the rotation power is the entire period of the trace, operating power is the elapsed time etr aggregated over all time windows and seek time is the aggregate seek delays from each of the time windows. We combine the timing measurements for each of these micro operations with their corresponding power values, which are obtained from the detailed disk specif cation. Therefore, the total energy consumed by the disk in running the workload is given by,
where, r P, sP and oP are rotational power, seek power and operating power respectively and str. etr are total seek time and elapsed time for a time window T. Seek power is the power measured when the disk moves its disk head seeking a particular sector and rotational power is the power measured when the disk spins. In a system devoid of energy conser vation techniques, the disk spins all the time( even when it is idle) consuming rotational power. Operating power is the power measured when the disk is busy servicing requests. The equations (2), (3) and (4) shows the performance and energy of a storage system containing a single disk, when running a given workload.
We now see how the above equations get tailored by making very little modif cations to express the bandwidth of more specialized systems like RAID and PARAID.
C. Modeling RAID
We now use our modeling framework to represent the performance and energy consumption of a RAID array. Consider a RAID-O constructed over Ntotal disks. Since all the disks are in active mode, we have Nactive = Ntotal. Assuming that every request is striped across the entire RAID array, the RAID bandwidth is the aggregate bandwidth of all the disks in the array, capped by the RAID controller bandwidth. We therefore f nd the bandwidth achieved by individual disks, aggregate it and then cap the value by a static parameter, max_ctlr _bw. The elapsed-time calculation in this case is similar to equation (1) m a x_len (2) accounts for wait times where the requests are queued to get serviced from a single disk. The same tech nique can be used in the case of RAID also, by considering the requests queued at the controller level. Therefore, based on the time taken by the RAID array to execute requests within a time window, the average response time ARTr is calculated, which in tum is used to model the wait times of each requests. The bandwidth of the storage array is given by,
The ratio between the size of T and the etr represents de vice utilization. Though we have modeled the case of RAID-0, our modeling framework can be used to represent more 6 sophisticated RAID conf gurations like the those involving parity. For the sake of simplicity and space constraint, we have shown the case of RAID-O. From equation (4), the total energy consumed by a disk array with Ntotal disks can be calculated by aggregating the energy consumed by each disk. This is because, disks consume majority of power in a raid array when compared to controller's processor and memory. The energy formula for RAID array is therefore sum of energy consumed by individual disks in the array and is represented as,
where Ed is the energy consumed by each of the disks and it is calculated using equation (4).
D. Modeling PARAID
The PARAID system operates in different RAID conf gu rations (termed as gears) and dynamically switches between them based on system load. The different gears in PARAID constitutes to RAID arrays containing different number of disks and all gears follow the same RAID policy. For example, if there are two gears with number of disks Ntotal and Ntotal -m, both the gears are constructed in a same RAID level. More details about the working of PARAID is given section II. When PARAID operates in the top gear, it performs exactly like a normal RAID array with Nactive = Ntotal. When operating in a lower gear with Ntotal -m disks, Nactive = Ntotal -m and requests that come to m disks are re-mapped to a reserve location in Nactive disks. Therefore just changing the effective number of disks used in equation (5) cannot give a correct estimate on the performance of PARAID during low-gear operation. Because of re-mapping of data that go to m disks, additional seeks occur in the Nactive disks. Considering a per-disk perspective, chances of a disk incurring a seek to access a data pertaining to m disks is m/Nactive . We capture these increased seeks by imposing a cap on the len of a request when extracting the runcount[len] values from the trace. The cap for which the request length is limited is given by, Ntotal -m.
The parameter sdr used in equation (5) is calculated from seek distances between trace requests in a time window. It cannot be used unmodif ed for modeling PARAID. This is because the data corresponding the m disks are placed in a reserve space on disk which is usually at an increased seek distance from the actual data footprint of the disks. We assume that the reserve space in every disk is situated at a seek distance of max_distance/2. This increased seek distance applies only for the requests that are re-mapped to the reserve space on disk. First, sd' for seeking a distance of max_distance/2 is calculated by using the seek model described in [21] . A weighted seek delay can be represented using the formula,
where, 8 is the fraction of requests that were mapped initially to the m disks. This fraction can be obtained by a single pass through the trace and fnding the number of requests whose length is more than the product of stripe-unit size and the number of disks in active mode. Substituting the above seek time value in equation (5) and applying (2) and (3) would give the latency and bandwidth of PARAID when running in a specif c gear, either low or high. In order to model real-time gear shifts, we include effects of background data movement between gears. This is important to model because, effects of background data copy on foreground requests impact on how fast the gear shifts, which in turn impacts overall benef ts of PARAID.
During every gear shift operation, new data that was written after the previous gear-shifting operation are alone copied to destination gear. For example, during down-shifting process (from Ntotal disks to Nactive = Ntotal -m disks) data that was written in m disks after the previous up-shift process alone are copied because data written prior to the previous up-shift would already be present in the Nactive disks.
In order to model these extra data movements across different gears, we make an assumption that the updates to be propagated to the destination disks are laid out in a con tiguous manner. The performance model can be used to track the utilization of the array in each time window. Whenever a sliding window of past utilization values increases beyond a threshold, the model marks the next time window with a gear-shift operation (in this case, down-shifting). When a time window is marked for gear-shift, the amount of data that were written to the m disks after the last gear-shift process is calculated. This can be done by making a single pass through the trace from the current time window backwards to the previous time window that was marked for gear shift. The fraction of these update requests versus foreground requests from the trace in the current time window, the parameter p is calculated.
As we assume that the updates that need to be prop agated to the destination disks are laid out contiguously, the runcount[len] will be 1, where the len is the entire update footprint. However, copying the entire updates in one operation might affect performance of foreground op erations in the destination disks. In order to avoid it, we specify a cap to the length of each operation which makes runcount[len] = updatesize/cap, where maximum value of len is cap. Taking into account the update requests, we alter sd" value as, sd lll
where, � = p + 8
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The amount of update data can also be divided into chunks and coalesced into more than one time windows, in which case the fraction p will be altered to affect all those time windows. The seek distance for update operations is considered as max_distance/2 for both high-to-Iow shift and low-to-high shift because, in both cases, the remote disk area is either read or written (which involves increased seeks).
We coalesce the extra update requests into runcount [ 
The above equation gives the time taken for the PARAID system to execute the requests from the trace in the current time window along with a fraction of update requests due to gear-shift operations. Therefore, the above formula is used for every time window and when the system is in high gear, it reduces to equation (5), and depending on whether there is a gear shift operation in the current time window, the run length vector and the seek delay parameter are chosen.
The average response time of trace requests in the current time window is given by the total time taken for both trace requests and background update requests, over the number of trace requests. This value is used in equation (2) to fnd the average per-request latency of the trace requests in the current time window. The PARAID bandwidth can be represented by equation (6) , however with a different et T value.
Energy consumed by PARAID cannot be modeled by just aggregating the overall seek times and latencies for each time window as in the case of RAID. This is because, number of disks changes throughout the trace whenever the gear shifts. Another problem is, the energy consumed for disk spin-up has to be accounted separately as it is predominant. Here we explain the process of modeling gear shifts with respect to time in detail and then provide the energy model for PARAID system. PARAID shifts gears based on the device utilization values during a past time interval. It may start off in the highest gear (with all disks in active mode) and then when the utilization value falls below a threshold, the gear is down shifted. Similarly when utilization value exceeds a threshold, the gear is again up-shifted. We model gear-shifts in the same way. For every time window T, the elapsed time is calculated using equation (8) and the ratio between time window size and the elapsed time represents device utilization. We extract this parameter from the workload and if moving averages of the utilization falls below a lower threshold or exceeds a higher threshold, the next time window is marked for gear shift. The total number of gear shifts for the entire trace is extracted and used in the energy model. ( Nactiv e ( T ) . E + T.n.i P) T=l (9) where, Nactiv e ( T ) is the number of active disks during time window T, n is Ntotal -Nactive for time window T, Ng s is total number of gear shifts over the entire time period of the trace, sp E is the spin-up energy, which is the product of spin up time and spin-up power. E is per-disk energy consumed that can be calculated from equation (4) and i P is the power measured when the disk is in standby mode.
IV. VA LIDATION OF THE MODEL
In this section, we validate the representations for RAID and PARAID systems, derived from our modeling frame work, by comparing it with its simulation. We pick two real-world disk traces for most of these results [17] . The frst is usrO, a trace extracted from a server in Microsoft Research Cambridge that contained user home directories. A trace segment containing 50K requests containing 62% reads and average request size of 22KB was extracted. The second trace is prnO, a trace from a print server at MSR. We extracted a segment containing 50K requests out of which, there are 48% reads and average request size is 26KB. The metric we use to compare the model with the simulation is the latency profile of requests in the trace. Given that the purpose of the model is to get a sense of the average aggregate performance, and not quite per-request response times, we adopt the following technique while comparing latencies. We divide the temporal axis into intervals of lOOms(size of a time window) each. Within each interval, we fnd the average latency predicted by both the simulation and our model. We believe that for the purposes our analytical model is intended to, such an average metric is suff cient and appropriate. For easy readability, we sort time windows based on their average latency values while plotting. Overall we fnd that our model does a very good job of estimating the performance of both RAID and PARAID.
A. Simulation environment
We use DiskSim simulation environment [4] for simulating both RAID and various components of the PARAID system. DiskSim has been shown to quite accurately model the behavior of complex storage policies, and is thus a good candidate to compare our model with. Our baseline system is a RAID array of 8 disks
We simulated gear up-shift and down-shift operations in PARAID, and update propagation while moving across different gears. Specif cally, we use just 2 gears: the lower gear uses 6 disks while the higher gear uses the full 8 disks. During nonnal operation, we keep track of the updates that go to the transient disks, i.e. the disks that would be shut down during lower gear. To decide on the right gear to use, we monitor the utilization of the array as the workload progresses over a sliding time window. Once the utilization drops below a certain threshold, we reduce the gear and start copying the set of blocks that were written to the transient disks. We re-map those blocks to the other 6 disks by striping them unifonnly across the remaining 6 disks. Similar to PARAID, the location of these "foreign blocks" would be at a reserve location in the other disks, namely at the second half of the individual disks. To provide a simple example where half the disk is allocated for such foreign blocks, let us consider that the disk had 100 blocks. Out of this, the frst 50 would be reserved for original array blocks, and the remaining 50 would be allocated for migrations from transient disks. Once disks 7 and 8 are shut down, the 200 blocks in those disks would be unifonnly striped across the remaining 6 disks. If we view disk 6 and 7 to fonn a logical 200 block space, block k in that space will be mapped to block 50 + k%6 on disk k/6. During the degraded lower gear operation, we again keep track of the writes to these foreign blocks. Once the uti lization again increases beyond a threshold where the lower number of disks is insuff cient, we decide to restore the transient disks back into nonnal operation. At this point, we propagate the updates to those foreign blocks back to their original locations.
We use this simulation to extract per-request latencies, and then compute the average of these per-request latencies at time window granularity of 100 ms each. Since our model does not yet take disk buffering into account (we plan to address this in the future), we also turned off buffering in DiskSim.
Disksim is basically a perfonnance model. We extracted fne-grained timing measurements like total seek time, total access time, etc., from the simulation and used the disk power values obtained from detailed disk specif cation, for those fne-grained operations to get the total energy consumed by 
B. Comparison with the model
We now compare the perfonnance and energy values from our simulation in Disksim with the values obtained from our analytical models for both RAID and PARAID systems. The goal of this section is to validate the representation of RAID and PARAID systems derived from our modeling framework against fne-grained, request-level simulation. One of the important parameters we extract from the trace is the run-length vector. We extract the run-length vector at various time intervals of lOOms each, and model the average latency within each interval. While extracting run-lengths within a lOOms interval, we account for disk scheduling effects by sorting the block numbers and collating I/O to blocks which are not necessarily contiguous in the trace, but occur in quick succession that the disk scheduler would have interpreted them as sequential. We then feed these run-lengths to the fonnulas spec if ed in the section III to come up with latency estimates. Note that the process of extracting these run lengths and other parameters in the model has to be done only once per trace. After the trace is "f ngerprinted" once with this technique, that fngerprint can be used repeatedly to evaluate it for various layout strategies by simply changing the model to depict that strategy.
We f rst compare a regular RAID system of 8 disks in both the simulated setup and in our model. Figures 2 and 3 show the comparison of sorted average latencies from both the simulation and our model. The y-axis shows average latency values over a time window of lOOms. The x-axis is the time window sorted with respect to their average latency values. More than 85% of the time windows have zero latencies as they don't have any requests issued in those periods. Therefore, for better readability we start the x-axis nearer to the point where the average latency values are non-zero. Our model does a very good job of modeling the latency prof Ie for both the traces. Not only are the shapes of the curves similar, they match almost identically in tenns of their amplitude. This shows that despite the simplicity of the model, it can match the accuracy of a full-blown simulation which accounts for numerous dynamic effects such as head movement, disk scheduling, etc.
Next, we validate our model for PARAID by comparing its results to the simulated PARAID system. During the run of the traces in PARAID, there were gear up-shifts and down shifts that happened based on utilization, thus resulting in extra 110 being generated due to the write propagations. We plot the gear-shifting events as captured by the simulation and our model for "usrO" workload. Even in that setup, our model does a pretty good job of predicting the latency prof le ; again the sorted latencies for the two traces match quite closely for both the simulated and the modeled version of PARAID as shown in 4 and 5. The model calculates the utilization values from the bandwidth and based on a threshold value for utilization, the gears are shifted in the next time window. From the graph 7 it can be seen that our model performs well in estimating gear-shift events.
Finally, we compare the energy consumption values arrived by both the simulation and our energy model. Both in the case of simulation and modeling, we use disk manufacturer's spec if cation of energy values for each of the micro-operations like seek, spin-up, idle, busy, etc., In the case of simulation, DiskSim gives accurate prof le of seeks, rotation, spin-up and spin-downs where we substitute the energy values. In the case of model, we substitute those energy values in the model parameters that represents each of these micro operations. Fig 6 shows how close our model performs with respect to simulation values. We have energy values from the simulation as a baseline value(lOO%) and show the error rate of our model. The error rate is the ratio between the total energy consumption value obtained from the simulation and our model. RAID model performs very well when compared to simulation with less than 3% error. The PARAID model is also reasonably accurate with at the most 7% error rate. For both workloads for PARAID, our model overshoots the energy value because we have assumed that all seeks to remote location in disk would incur a seek distance of max_distance/2, while in practise, the seek distance may be lesser than that. One of our future work on this area is to develop a better model for representing the seeks to remote location in disk.
V. E-PARAID : INTERLEAVED LAYOUT
The performance model for PARAID makes it clearly visible that one of the parameters that signif cantly affects low-gear performance of PARAID is the extra seek incurred when accessing data from remote location on disk. Based on insights provided by our performance model, we propose an enhancement to PARAID system that improves the perfor mance of low-gear operation of PARAID while conserving the same amount of energy. We call our enhanced version of PARAID as e-PARAID.
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A. Motivation
The PARAID system conserves energy by dynamically reducing the number of active disks at any instance based on the load intensity. It conserves energy when running in a lower gear mode with just a subset of the total number of disks. While in this mode, the requests that would have normally been mapped to one of the standby disks are re mapped to the already active disks. This is possible because, during gear-shifting process, the contents of the disks that are about to be shut down are copied to the unused areas in the active disks. In the original PARAID design, this reserve space is found at the end of the disk so that the re-mapping function is straight forward and the reclamation of the reserve space is done with ease as and when needed. For the ease of explanation let us consider the native content of the disk as native data and the contents of the shut down disks that are copied to the reserve space as foreign data. One of the signif cant issues in having such a design is that, the disks incur increased amount of seeks when servicing a request whose content spans the native data and the foreign data. When a sequential request arrives at the array, the disks that are currently active need to seek back and forth to gather the native data and the foreign data that is located in a remote location on disk. Even with eff cient disks scheduling, the disk head needs to move over a larger area on disk. Instead of allocating a separate chunk of reserve space for foreign data, seek distance can be reduced by co-locating the reserve space with the primary data space. More complex layout strategy needs to be employed to implement this.
B. Design
We propose a new layout methodology to place the foreign data such that the overall seek overhead due to the movement of disk head between the native and the foreign data is reduced. Instead of allocating one full chunk of space in the end of disk to place the foreign data, we introduce a concept of using buckets that are spread across the entire disk. A bucket is a small chunk of free space in the disk that are placed equidistant to each other. The space between two consecutive buckets are used to store the native data and the buckets are used to store the foreign data. The size of the bucket and the space between any two consecutive buckets must be carefully chosen to avoid decrease in performance of accessing the native data during a high-gear operation. The space between two consecutive buckets should be big enough to avoid a sequential request accessing a native data from seeking across a bucket when the disk is in high-gear mode.
It may be perceived that spreading out the effective space for foreground requests by introducing buckets would reduce the performance of the foreground requests when the system operates in high gear. However, as there is suff cient chunk of space between the buckets, the foreground sequential performance is not affected. One of the important advantage Reduction in Seek distance in e-PARAID compared to PARAID of using this approach is, the foreign data and the native data near which it is placed are often correlated. Consider a sequential request that was written to a 5-disk RAID 0 array when it operates in the high-gear mode and assume that the request occupied a few stripes in the original RAID. When the system shifts to a lower gear by shutting down the disk number 5, the data in the 5th disk is laid over the other 4 disks in such a way that native and the foreign data that corresponded to a same stripe while in the higher gear are located close to each other. When mapping the foreign data from the disk 5 to the other disks, the buckets are chosen in such a manner that the correlated data are co-located.
C. Modeling e-PARAID
As we interleave the reserve space among the primary data region on the disk, the extra delays arising from seeking to far off location on disk is avoided in the case of e-PARAID. Our modeling framework that we introduced in section III can capture this enhancement without much change in parame ters. In the case of original PARAID model, equation ( The ability to represent a new layout strategy with the help of our modeling framework shows the generality of the framework and the ease of comparing different energy eff ciency schemes in a macro perspective.
D. Evaluation
We now show two set of experiments to evaluate our new layout methodology. We frst present the simulation results comparing the performance and energy consumption of the enhanced version of PARAID with the original version of PARAID. We then evaluate the accuracy of our model in estimating the performance of e-PARAID by comparing it with simulation results. We have used fve different traces [17] . We have already discussed about the details of the trace usrO and prnO in section IV. We use three more traces collected from MSR Cambridge servers. rsrch2, mdsO and webO are traces collected from servers containing project fles of MSR researchers, a media server and a web server respectively.
We simulated our new layout methodology by modifying the RAID controller part of the DiskSim simulator. We intersperse every mapping made by the RAID controller and re-map it according to our layout. We fxed the chunk size between buckets as 32 stripe-units, which is large enough to not affect signif cantly performance in top-gear, but small enough to improve locality in lower gears. The bucket size is computed as chunksize x (m/Nactive). Figure 8 is a graph showing relative energy consumed by three types of systems namely unmodif ed RAID, unmodif ed PARAID and our enhanced PARAID. We have shown the % energy consumed by PARAID and e-PARAID compared to the baseline RAID system. This shows our performance enhancement routine did not adversely affect the energy conservation of the original PARAID. We then measure the performance of the e-PARAID system by using the fve different workloads. In order to visualize the direct benef t from our enhancement, which is reduction of the seek distance when the system operates in lower gear, we plotted a graph (Fig: 9) that shows the average seek distance of our system when com pared to the original PARAID system. We captured the seek distance when both the systems where in low-gear mode. In the simulation of the original PARAID, we allocated the reserve space near middle region of the logical address space while the native data of the disks stayed in the frst 20% of the logical address space. We also measured the CDF of per-request latency for one of the representative traces namely rsrch2, which was extracted from a server from MSR Cambridge that hosted projects of researchers at MSR. We cropped the trace for a 1 O-hour period when the load intensity was lesser and as the result, the system operated in lower gear for most of the time. Figure 11 shows that e-PARAID The second phase of our evaluation is validation of our model of e-PARAID. We compared the results of e-PARAID performance model with its simulation. Figures 12 and 13 shows sorted average latency values given by our model and detailed simulation for the traces namely usrO and pmO. Our model gives a reasonable estimation on the performance of the e-PARAID system with just altering the seek distance parameter to account for co-located data placement.
Therefore, the enhancement proposed to PARAID con serves the same amount of energy as the original PARAID system, while providing better performance in low-gear op eration.
VI. DISCUSSION
The goal of our model is to get as close as possible (with out compromising on simplicity) to an accurate simulation of the system being modeled, thus allowing system designers the ability to quickly reason about specif c design choices before actually implementing them. While we believe we have gotten close to this goal in many respects, there are some issues that are still not addressed in our model. The frst such issue is storage controller level caching. Note that the input to our model is a block-level trace, the requests of which are already misses from fle system level caches. In many cases, the storage cache is much smaller when compared to host level caches and therefore modeling storage-level cache is not as important as modeling the fle system cache in a full-system model. Given the dynamic nature of caching, it would be hard for any detailed analytical model to accurately model fne-grained cache behavior. Incorporating a coarse grained notion of caching would be feasible in our model provided some high-level parameters about cache-hit rate for the workload, etc., By providing such parameters as input to our model, we can avoid the complexities of integrating an accurate cache model in our framework. Finding an input parameter like cache-hit rate can be done off-line by a simple cache simulator, given a workload and system parameters. As we focus more on internal disk-level interactions arising be cause of power-conservation schemes, we did not incorporate disk-level caching into our model.
The other missing-feature in our model is that we do not model RAID conf gurations with parity; the update behaviors on parity disks would be different from the data disks. Mod eling parity disks within our model is fairly straight-forward; we would need to incorporate the notion of partial stripe writes into our run-length computation. The current model is meant to be illustrative and is easily extensible to support these ref nements. Overall, we believe that our modeling framework strikes a good balance between simplicity and accuracy by expressiveness.
VII. RELATED WORK
We present the related work on two major categories namely, (i) the different types of energy conservation policies and (ii) performance models that were proposed for RAID based storage systems.
One of the common energy conservation algorithms is to switch the disks to standby mode after it is idle for a particular time period. Many research projects [7] , [8] , [13] , [11] , [18] , [24] , [33] have used and analyzed this methodology often called as the Fixed threshold algorithm. More recent research has been towards the direction of multi speed disks. Gurumurthi et.al. [22] was one of the frst to propose the multiple speed disk model and later many systems [32] , [10] , [19] used it to develop sophisticated energy conservation policies. These techniques perform very well, but the downside is that multiple speed disks are still not commercially available in a large scale. Our analytical framework can be used to model multi-speed disks by manipulating with the effective seek delay values. PARAID [29] was one of the frst systems that proposed an energy conservation policy for RAID arrays constructed over legacy disks. One of the most recent project on enterprise-level power conservation was proposed by Narayanan et.al. [17] where the idle times in one server can be extended by off oading its writes to another server temporarily.
There is a large body of work on analytical performance models of RAID based storage systems. Va rki et.al. [28] de veloped an analytical model that accounts for caching effects and disk parallelism along with the effects of controller-level optimizations for performance of the disk array. Prior to their work, Uysal et.al [27] presented a model that predicts the throughput of the disk array taking into account the mean queue length of the disk, implementation of the controller optimizations etc., They have a parameter called run-count which is the number of contiguous requests with consecutive block numbers. This parameter represents the degree of sequentiality in their workload. Our notion of runcount [len] 13 values is similar to theirs; the the main difference is that they assume an average request size, with run-count just ref ecting the number of requests that exhibit sequential locality. Bitton and Gray [3] modeled seek times in mirrored disks arrays. Chen and Towsley [6] proposed an analytical queuing model for the response time of disk arrays in several of their papers. Bachmat [2] modeled the reconstruction performance of RAID 1 arrays. While these work mainly were focused on RAID 110 arrays, Matt and Menon [14] modeled the response time of RAID 5 arrays and later, Kuratti and Sanders [12] and Thomasian [26] modeled the normal, rebuild and degraded mode of the RAID 5 arrays. Merchant and Yu [15] , [30] presented many queueing models for response time of RAID 1 and RAID 5 disk arrays. While all these works model the performance of disk arrays to a reasonable accuracy, none of these models are tailored for power aware storage systems. Our model is one of the frst analytical models, to the best of our knowledge to model the performance of power-aware storage.
There are also a few power models proposed in the past. Mantis [9] system generates power model by correlating a few key system/workload parameters with the actual power measurements. It models the power consumption of the entire system and focuses more on understanding the power consumption behavior of each physical components of the system. However, our model focusses only on the storage layer and aimed at easier comparison of various storage en ergy conservation schemes. Dempsey [31] on the other hand provides accurate power and performance measurements in the granularity of individual seeks and rotations for every request that is serviced by the disk. While Dempsey provides accurate power consumption values, it is a f ne grained simulator than an analytical model. In order to compare different energy eff ciency schemes with Dempsey, one needs to implement the technique in the simulator, which is often a diff cult job. STAMP [1] is a recent modeling technique where front-end request characteristics are fed as input to the model and it is converted to fne-grained back-end disk activities like seeks. However, they do not take into account the layout mechanism when translating front-end requests to back-end activities. Also, the front-end request characteristics fed to the model are more course grained than our technique.
IX. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have proposed a new model framework to easy derive representations for performance and energy behavior of energy eft' cient storage systems. We have vali dated the model with the simulation results for each of the modeled systems and we show that our new model performs a good job in estimating performance and energy behavior of RAID-based storage systems.
We have also proposed a new layout methodology for an existing energy conservation scheme called PARAID and we have shown that our enhancement performs better than the original PARAID system in terms of performance, while saving the same amount of energy as the original system. This also shows the usefulness of our model in gaining insights that lead to improvements to existing systems and its ability to model new layout strategies without much complexity.
